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CUSTOMER 
CASE STUDY

CHALLENGES
The school had to relocate from a small village location to a new large two form entry, purpose built school that will eventually 
accommodate 420 pupils. 
The build project at the new green field site had no BT network services and the modern building materials used meant that no 
wireless or mobile signal from any provider was accessible while in the building.  The School needed a new larger, scalable  and 
cost effective telephone system that would grow with them over the coming years.  
Management of larger volumes of calls into school had to be dealt with more efficiently to reduce pressure on the school office.  
Providing telephones to some members of staff, such as the Building Manager, After School and Breakfast Club’s and ICT Support 
who would need to be contactable in and out of hours while moving around the large site. 

RESULTS
The provision of the IP Cortex telephone system has provided a high performance feature rich solution to meet the needs of the 
school.  The system can be expanded without the need to buy additional upgrades or infrastructure, enabling extra handsets 
to be added easily with minimal costs. Using new technology SIP lines have provided great cost savings both on line rentals and 
calls, while providing a flexible and resilient service. 

Thank you to Avian for guiding us through a long and challenging project and helping us 
to use the new system to meet our needs. We are also pleased with the cost savings achieved.   
We would highly recommend your service to other schools.
Kate Hutchings, Head Teacher

SOLUTIONS
Avian recommended a complete managed solution which 
included full project management to deliver lines, fibre to the 
cabinet broadband for voice running SIP lines with an IP Cortex 
telephone system. 
Working alongside EIS, Avian were able to provide a unique solution 
with mobile telephones to some members of staff that were 
twinned to the telephone system.  A secure service was provided 
by using an O2 voice application over the School internal Wi-Fi 
network, enabling calls to be delivered to all parts of the school. 
This has also helped with clubs who can now be contacted outside 
working hours with a direct dial local number being allocated to 
their mobiles for parents to call.
The IP Cortex telephone system has many features that can be activated either by the school or remotely by our engineers. The 
introduction of an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) when you call the main school number has cautiously been implemented as 
the school did not want to lose personal contact with their parents. However it now enables callers to press an option and be 
transferred directly to the person they need.  Another useful feature used has been to record their own announcements that 
are played to callers ringing in, for example ‘sports day is on today!’
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